Halifax Health, a Florida healthcare network, implements a data protection solution to speed recovery of its virtual infrastructure from 24 to 2 hours while safeguarding access to patient data.

**COMPANY:** Halifax Health  
**INDUSTRY:** Healthcare  
**COUNTRY:** United States

### Challenge
Deploy a data protection **solution to resolve** slow, inefficient replication, recovery and backup of virtual machines amid rapid data growth.

### Solution
- Dell EMC RecoverPoint for Virtual Machines
- Dell EMC Data Domain Boost for Enterprise Applications
- Dell EMC Data Protection Software
- Partner: VMware

### Benefits
- Improved RPO from 8 to 2 hours
- Replication of 1,500 VMs keeps patient data safe
- Recovers virtual infrastructure in 2 versus 24 hours
- Reduced costs with streamlined replication and recovery
- Data dedupe rate helps decrease backup times

“Dell EMC Data Protection’s VMware integration, ease of use and fast data recovery allow us to deliver on our mission of making patient information available to our clinicians without fail.”

- Tom Stafford, VP and CIO, Halifax Health

Learn more at DellEMC.com/DataProtection